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No more wondering why God has yet to send you the man you desire. God Where is My Boaz is a

woman's guide to understanding what is hindering her from receiving the love and relationship she

deserves. It is a straight forward and easy to listen to audiobook that will help women with spiritual

growth, overcoming obstacles, and truly embracing love. This isn't tips and tricks on how to get a

man. This audiobook will assist you in taking a deeper look within and help you prepare and position

yourself for the love you deserve.
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I thoroughly enjoyed this book. I have followed Stephan on social media for a couple of years but

not had the pleasure of getting his books until now. I purchased the audible version but will also be

reading it and replaying the audio again. He touched on some issues which really resonate with me

as a single woman of God who is abstinent. To be honest, I often say I am in waiting but seriously

by putting myself in a waiting process--I may have unknowingly limited myself from meeting

potential Godly men for courtship.Also, my shyness with men can get in the way of developing a

steady association let alone a friendship. I was raised old fashioned and it makes me feel strange to

even greet a man I do not know...because I don't want him thinking I am thirsty (its based off my

past experiences). I'm an all or nothing type. My assumption was because I was not willing to have

sex before marriage that it was a major barrier to me stabilizing relationships with men I dated and

found very attractive with 'good resumes' as Stephan put it. Now, I am reassessing myself. I haven't



dated in about two years and do not want my 'prime' to pass by without considering the possibilities.

The book could have touched more on developing yourself as a single woman but I think there are

SO many books already out focused on that. It is imperative to hear a man's perspective on

relationships and especially as they relate to our spirituality and well-being. Stephan is trying to

connect to women who strongly desire marriage and feel they have did the right thing (in their hearts

anyway) so why no man or God or no man at all? Lol, this book was a God send because it helped

me realize I am blessed to be single and to NOT idolize marriage. I don't even care about a wedding

anymore, the marriage is crucial!
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